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The untold side of

marketing automation

It’s great you’re starting your journey with marketing automation! While doing 
some research you may have come across marketing automation software offers 
in which their providers say how much easier life at your company will become 
immediately after you have started to use their solution. Like a magic wand, a 
marketing automation platform is said to solve all your operational problems, take 
the heat from your overwhelmed marketing specialists, generate high-quality 
leads when you sleep and, most of all, let you earn more money.



Well… We surely don’t want this e-book to damp your enthusiasm down. At 
User.com we strongly believe (and we prove that every day while working with 
our clients) that marketing automation technologies are amazing and, once 
properly implemented, can take your business development to the next level.



But let’s face a few facts!

First, marketing automation is not only about marketing. Marketing automation 
platforms offer possibilities of automating work of marketing, sales and customer 
support teams.



Second, in the decision making process about which marketing automation 
platform to choose there are usually more parties incolved than just one business 
decision maker that decides by a short ‘yes’ or ‘no’. As those platforms are often 
comprehensive all-in-one tools with plenty of application options, there are many 
stakeholders involved – from CEOs, marketing, sales and IT participants to 
accounting or purchase departments.
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Third, due to different types of tasks that need to be performed, like, among 

others, establishing processes and confirming responsibilities, creating 

automation paths or managing projects’ execution, there is really A LOT of work 

required to set a new platform up. On top of that, a great variety of tools and 

options available, like for example many types of campaigns, different 

communication channels or a lot of content strategy ideas, do not make the 

implementation process any easier.



We can briefly summarize marketing automation implementation as follows:

Now, coming back to that wonderful vision we put at the very beginning  – yes, 

you can achieve all those objectives (including a growing amount of $ in your 

bank account) with the help of marketing automation!
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The ugly truth is, however, proper and successful implementation of any 

marketing automation software is a good deal of work.

Now, once it has been said out loud, there is also good news. To make the 

marketing automation implementation at your company as smooth as possible 

you need a really good plan.  In the next sections of this e-book you’ll find 

practical tips and exact actions you need to take in order to create such a plan 

for your business. You’ll learn how to approach the marketing automation 

implementation in 5 steps. All examples that have been covered in this guide are 

real business ideas applied and used by our clients, or by us as a way to improve 

and further develop User.com. 

Participants


Depertments


Processes


Channels

Many 

Many 

Many 

Many 

A Lot Of Work!



Don’t overcomplicate

the technical part

Step 1



For many companies the obvious point to start at is defining a detailed list of 
business goals and sketching a plan for technical implementation of marketing 
automation software. Some involve their IT teams in reading and analyzing every 
piece of technical documentation before they even know whether their company 
will at the end stick to the platform. And they do that without a second of testing! 
We believe that in most cases it is simply a waste of money and valuable time.



There is no doubt clear strategy, defined KPIs and technical documentation 
are extremely important and, if one, having successfully completed the testing 
phase, decides to fully implement the tool, using its full potential with clear set of 
goals we want to achieve thanks to marketing automation for sure pays off. 

But do not overcomplicate it at the very beginning.
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01. Don’t overcomplicate

the technical process



Starting with the basics and doing a quick check of what a given tool really does 

is by far a better strategy than investing resources in a solution you may even no 

longer use after the trial ends. Quickstallation and possibly simplest set-up are in 

most cases enough to test whether everything works in a correct way and 

whether a marketing automation software satisfies our business needs to the 

extent we had expected. You can check different functionalities and confirm 

whether you’re able to track and process these data and information pieces that 

you really need.



Thanks to quick installation and initial tests, you will be able to check what exact 

types of data you can collect and, which is no less important, whether the user 

interface is intuitive and simple enough so that all your operational stakeholders 

can work with the tool.
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Instead of starting with detailed strategy and defining business goals,


do the quick testing phase first as often this is enough to decide whether the 

tool is what you’ve been looking for.



Define goals, scope of 
implementation, user stories, 
related data and assets 

Step 2:
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02. Define goals,

scope of implementation,

user stories, related data 

and assets 

Once the Step 1 has been successfully completed and you have a tool or shortlist 
of tools you like, it’s the right time to go into more details! Defining clear goals 
you want to achieve by using marketing automation software and describing the 
scope of implementation are crucial on the way to truly beneficial use of the 
platform at your company. The very wrong approach many organizations take at 
this stage is “I want marketing automation as it’s trendy” and “I want it ALL and I 
want it NOW.”



The fact that a solution is complex and combines many different tools does not 
mean that you have to make use of all of them. What is a rational reason for using 
functionalities your business does not need?

Using tools that do not bring any additional value for the sole 

sake of being able to say to yourself: “I use everything as I pay for it!”


 is simply pointless.

We can compare it to saying that one will use MS Excel only when they use all its 
features because they pay for it. That approach doesn’t make much sense, does 
it?  Why not to focus only on those elements of marketing automation software 
that really help your business grow and instead of using everything somehow 
start to use selected features smartly? Like we all do with MS Excel – the aim is 
not to use all the shophisticated and advanced features available in the 



application but to use only those that help us reach our goals in an efficient way.
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With marketing automation implementation you should define your goals and 

scope you need at the very beginning and stick to an old rule of eating an 

elephant one bite at a time. Don’t rush and act step-by-step. The common 

problem is that many companies starting their journey with marketing automation 

solutions simply do not know what they want to achieve and what they expect 

from the platform.



To make the implementation process as smooth as possible, we’ve prepared for 

you a ready-to-use template – “Marketing Automation Implementation Canvas”. It 

will help you specify assumptions and define all necessary elements. Right after 

quickstallation and completion of initial testing, define goals and implementation 

scope that is a short information about which exact tools you will use to achieve 

your goals. The next important element are user stories so clear descriptions of 

how, when and where marketing automation platform helps as a user interacts 

with your website or application. And then, for each user story,  define related 

data pieces, so information on what exact data types are needed or collected 

and what is their source or destination, and assets which are content elements or 

files you need to prepare and later feed into the platform.



They may be, for example, email messages, SMS messeages, a pop-up with a 

birthday image, etc. 
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How to make the most of the Marketing Automation Implementation Canvas? In 

the next sections of this chapter you’ll find real business examples of marketing 

automation implementation for 3 business models: e-commerce stores, service 

companies and SaaS businesses.

Goals


Scope of implementation


User stories


Related data


Assets

Before creating automation 


paths, define and prepare 


the 5 key elements:

If you want to download the Marketing Automation Implementation Canvas:

Click here >>

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yaCCeIx-Jp-Wzmz35vp_o3SxhHIt46Jv3DIX0hlInnk/edit?usp=sharing
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Following the instruction stated in the previous section, we should start with 

defining an objective we want to accomplish with the marketing automation 

software. Once that part is ready, we’ll focus on the other 4 elements. 

Implementation in an e-commerce company

Goal: Generate a list of newsletter subscribers from the current traffic


Having specified a clear goal we want to achieve, we should now think about 

which exact tools available in the marketing automation platform we want to use.  

In other words, we’re now moving to the next stage to briefly describe scope of 

the implementation. 

Implementation scope: Pop-up with the discount for new subscribers


Then, it is time to focus on a user story.

User story


When an anonymous user enters my website (any webpage) and stays for at least 

10 seconds, a popup appears with an email input field and invitation to sign up for 

newsletter and thus get a 10% discount for the first purchase. When a user 

provides their email address, they are added to a newsletter mailing list. Also, 

right after the signup, a thank-you email campaign with discount code is sent. If a 

user clicks “Unsubscribe” in the email, they are removed from the newsletter list.



The next thing to do is think about related data pieces we need to track or have 

created in the system.
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Related data

1. User attributes: email, unsubscribe_from_emails

2. Event: newsletter_signup



3. Mailing list with newsletter subscribers

Name Unsubsubscribe tag

unsubscribe_list_1US Newsletter

CreateSearch
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Assets


1. Newsletter subscription pop-up

2. A ready thank-you email

If you’re interested in other examples for e-commerce businesses, clisk the 

button below.

Download more e-commerce examples >>
click here!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GQFpCZ1v9en4R4rehHnr3OWHSugSS587tcyqRw3pbfM/edit?usp=sharing
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Let’s now see how marketing automation implementation may look like for an 

online service company (for example a consulting company, digital marketing 

agency or IT services business).

Implementation in an online service company

Goal: Collect more contact details from current traffic (lead generation)


Now it is time to describe a way we want to use marketing automation system to 

achieve that. 

Implementation scope: Basic contact information collection through an exit- 

intent popup


How exactly should this work? We’ll get to details in a user story!

User story


When an anonymous user is on my website and is about to leave (they show an 

exit intent) without subscribing to newsletter or submitting a detailed contact 

form, a pop-up with basic data inputs (first name, email, company name) appears. 

If a user leaves contact data, they receive a thank-you email with a link to a free 

gift – an e-book.

Related data


1. User attributes: first_name, email


2. Company atrribute: name


3. Event: exit_intent
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You will find other examples of automations useful for service companies in the 

Canvas prefilled by us. You can download it by clicking the button below.

Download more examples for service companies >>
click here!

Assets


1. Pop-up with necessary data inputs

2. Free e-book


3. A thank-you email

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18ScG3lywmRA8p9Ltl8qjoB4Lt5fbDs5NqcHivC-imEU/edit?usp=sharing
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Let’s now look closer at examples of marketing automation implementation in a 

company operating in a subscription-based model.

Implementation in a SaaS company

Goal: Effectively structure our messy sales processes


Having defined the goal, we’re moving to the next stage.

Implementation scope: CRM and sales automations set-up


In order to structure your sales processes and make them more efficient, you 

surely need a CRM module in which you’ll be able to configure a proper sales 

pipeline. Then, with the help of automations, you can set everything up in a way 

that will let the system recognize, create and assign new deals automatically as 

well as add them to a proper pipeline stage.



How exactly should this look like? We’ll describe it in a user story.

User story


Until now (the time we decided to start using a CRM) our activities related to sales 

haven’t been managed. All potential deals were passed to my sales team and 

they contacted potential clients by emails. We haven’t calculated nor tracked 

conversions from “sales-qualified-lead” to “purchased”. We haven’t counted time 

needed for different activities. We also haven’t had any idea what is the average 

conversion time from the first visit of a lead on our website to the actual purchase 

of one of our subscription plans. Therefore, we now need to organize different 

sales-related activities in a form of structured and repeatable processes that can 

be easilly scalable in the future. 
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We start with defining five stage of our sales pipeline and setting it up in the CRM 
module of the marketing automation platform.  Each time a lead shows interest in 
our offering (for example they sign up for a demo call or register a new account 
to start a free trial), there is a new deal created automatically in the CRM. The 
system assigns it to a related user and to one of our sales representatives. As 
soon as the deal has been created in the system, a new actiivity automatically 
appears on a to-do list of the related sales representative. In addition, they 
receive an email or push notification with all the necessary information.



Every future activity related to a given deal, like for example a call, emails 
exchange, LinkedIn message or sending a tailored offer, are noted in the deal 
profile, along with all important details (timestamp, notes after a call, content of 
messages etc.). All sales team members have access to deals’ profiles and at any 
time can check their details as well a pipeline stage a deal is at. 



After writing down a user story, let’s move to the next stage and think about 
related data pieces we need.

Related data

1. Deal attributes: name, value, assigned_to, stage, status

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...

Create a deal

Offer decor

Name

1250

Value

USD

Currency

Sales team

Stage

IBM

Company

Jacob Thomas

Person
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2. Company profiles with at least some basic information pieces, such as 
company_name, country and email

W

Flowers Co.

WeBuild

flowers@gmail.com

contact@webuild.com

United States

United Kingdom

17

24

F

Jessica Thomas

Tom Green

j.thomas@gmail.com

tomgreen@gmail.com

United States

United States

30

102

3.User profiles with at least some basic information pieces, like first_name, 
last_name and email
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Assets

1. Sales pipeline with five stages defined

New
USD 7456.79 Deals 58

Meeting agreed
USD 7456.79 Deals 58

Demo done
USD 37456.79 Deals 58

Offer
USD 24456.79 Deals 58

Closing
USD 24456.79 Deals 58

CALENDAR MEETING - ...

g.thomas@gmail.com

USD 200 Google C...
CALENDAR MEETING - ...

David Tabby

USD 200 Google C...

Onboarding & proposal

Garry Woods

USD 150 Google C...
Onboarding & proposal

Starla Ronan

USD 200 Google C...

MOBILE FORM 

Martha Thomas

USD 400 Google C...

Onboarding & proposal

David Tabby

USD 800 Google C...

Proposal

Martha Thomas

USD 2000 Google C...
Integration meeting

Sherisse Arlen

USD 200 Google C...

Transfer from other solu...

Jacob Green

USD 1200 Google C...

Integration meeting

Jacob Green

USD 450 Google C...
Onboarding

Philip Rita

USD 200 Google C...

Onboarding
USD 700 Google C...

MOBILE FORM 
USD 200 Google C...

A prefilled Marketing Automation Implementation Canvas with other examples for 
SaaS companies is waiting for you! Click below to download.

Download more SaaS examples >>

2. All your sales team members invited to the marketing automation platform and 
actively using the CRM module

click here!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11uez_VeMNY35rc2gfyjc75r6rgf4o7LP3e5SNq7w_90/edit?usp=sharing


Now it is time to take care of 
the technical implementation

Step 3:



Having the final marketing automation tool selected and after you completed the 
Step 2, so having defined all necessary elements, it’s now the time to focus on 
the technical part in more detail. You now know what granular goals you want to 
achieve with the marketing automation platform. You are as well aware what 
exactly you need as you’ve written down scope of implementation, user stories, 
data structure and assets.



Before proceeding to the next phase, you should do checks with your IT team 
and make sure the marketing automation software has been installed 
everywhere you need it – on your main company website, blog, mobile app etc. 
Check if all events you want to track have been properly configured (e.g. through 
the Google Tag Manager or by adding extra lines of code to your page source 
code by your front-end developers). Double check if all necessary related data 
pieces you specified in the Step 2 have been created or set up in the marketing 
automation system.



Having in mind the defined data structure, think about the best way to integrate 
your marketing automation platform with other systems your company uses (like 
accounting system or external applications). With the support of an IT specialist 
decide if it’s better to use ready one-click integrations, connect 2 applications 
with the help of Zapier, or receive and pass data through REST API.  Integration 
with other systems will enable you to have a comprehensive overview of all your 
clients’ interactions with your brand in a single place and thus create a single 
source of truth about your users.
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03. Now it is time to 

take care of the technical 
implementation



Start to create automation 
paths and test your ideas

Step 4:



Only now, so having completed Step 2 and Step 3, it’s the right time to create 
automation paths in the marketing automation software. And to make them live 
on your website or app. Once the preparation has been made correctly, dragging 
& dropping automation modules in an intuitive and user-friendly builder and 
activating the paths is an easy ride.
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04. Start to create

automation paths and test

your ideas

It is extremely important to remember you shouldn’t work on 
automation paths if you haven’t completed Steps 1-3 first. Many 

businesses make a mistake here and approach the implementation 
process the other way round  – they start with automation paths without 

even thinking about the goals they want to accomplish and without a 
single thought about users’ perspective and potential user stories. 



Once you’ve created automation paths, don’t forget about debugging and 

testing. Use the preview mode to double check whether all content elements are 

right and in place. Then, activate the automations on your website and test them 

with your team! Thanks to incognito mode you don’t need any help from 

developers – it’s easy and… exciting.  If you spot any mistakes or come up with  

ideas of small improvements, this is the right moment to make amendments!



To make creating automation paths easier and provide you with some additional 

inspiration, we’ve prepared a library of ready-to-use automation templates.
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Take me to the automation templates >>

click here!

https://user.com/en/action-templates/?utm_source=ebook_link&utm_medium=button&utm_campaign=ma_ebook_en


Analyze and optimize

Step 5:



The work doesn’t end with activating your automation paths. Once you’ve 
completed Steps 1 to 4,  it’s time to see how your customers respond to those 
new elements. At this stage you should define clear metrics (KPIs) you want to 
track and evaluate the performance over time.



Not everything works as you had expected? Don’t panic! Thanks to observing 
how your users interact with your website or app enriched with automated 
processes, you can identify white gaps or improvement areas. If you want to 
compare the performance of alternative versions of a given element (like a button 
color, call-to-action text or an icon) carry out quick A/B tests. 



If your customer support agents notice that it’d be useful to collect additional 
event attributes (for example, an exact URL of a webpage on which a user filled in 
an newsletter subscription pop-up), don’t hesitate to add them. Stay agile and 
open to improvements.



With time, you can of course make automation paths more complex, modify their 
original versions or cover different scenarios for different user segments. You can 
also add brand-new ones. It’s important to track and analyze how your users 
react to the automations and related content you’ve created and implemented at 
Steps 2 and 3. Thanks to this approach, you will be able to optimize different 
elements in the best possible way in order to better meet the expectations of 
your current and potential customers. 
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05. Analyze and optimize
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Not all companies pay attention to analysis & optimization phase. And, 

unfortunately, they often lose in mid- to long-term. This phase is a very 

important (and often underestimated!) part of creating the top-level user 

experience. It also lets you constantly improve your marketing, sales 

and customer support processes and thus better respond to the 

evolving user preferences.

P.S. Remember you can save a decent amount of time with our predefined 

Marketing Automation Implementation Canvas. 

Download the Canvas >>

click here!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yaCCeIx-Jp-Wzmz35vp_o3SxhHIt46Jv3DIX0hlInnk/edit?usp=sharing
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Not every great actor gets the Oscar. But despite that, they can 

successfully develop their careers and earn a lot of money.

And once everything is properly set up and prepared, creating a single 

automation path, similarly to performing one shooting day, is relatively 

easy and quick. But considering all those preparation steps you need to 

take care of in the first place, the vision of magic marketing automation 

platform solving all your business problems in the blink of an eye is 

nothing more than nice marketing babble.

We could well compare the elements of preparation for marketing automation 

implementation to film shooting process. In both cases you need to specify goals 

and implementation scope, which for movie industry can be defined by budget, 

timeline or equipment limitations. For marketing automation implementation you 

need user stories, while for film shooting you should definitely have a script. A 

counterpart of our data pieces and assets for professional movie makers are cast, 

dialogues, costumes and props.

Do you really need to get the Oscar?

There will always be companies claiming they need it all and now. But ask 

yourself whether your business really needs that all.

If we may have the very last tip for you, it’ll be: don’t overcomplicate marketing 

automation. Simplify everything you can, especially at the very beginning, and 

follow the guidlines to step-by-step achieve your business goals. As often simple 

solutions are also those bringing the best results. 



We hope that this e-book will make your work with marketing automation easier. 
And as soon as you’re ready with all the preparation, 


it’s time to test your ideas in practice!



Click below to register a User.com account and check out how it works!

14-day free trial, you can cancel anytime.

Register a User.com account >> 

Thank you!

click here!

https://app.user.com/accounts/register/?utm_source=ebook_link&utm_medium=button&utm_campaign=ma_ebook_en

